• Please make sure you take the Judgment Index™ by yourself and are not influenced by anyone as this will spoil your results.

• There is no time limit but it will probably take you around 15-20 minutes to complete.

• You will find two columns of 18 statements to re-arrange in order of priority. Some statements may appear strange. It's ok, they are meant to be like that.

• It may be difficult to decide on the position of some statements; they may seem equally good or bad. Just go with what feels right for you.

• You can switch the order of statements as often as you need. It is important you are happy with the final ranking order.

For the ASSESSMENT Click or Key In: www.rcijri.com/c/krause
Please use web link letter case exactly as displayed above.

Type the following (all letters are case specific):

User ID: citadel
Password: citadel

Credentials provided on this page are for authorized users only as granted by Judgment Index™.
support@judgmentindex.com